Machine Learning with Differentially Private Labels: Mechanisms and Frameworks

Abstract: Label differential privacy is a relaxation of differential privacy for machine learning scenarios where the labels are the only sensitive information that need to be protected in the training data. For example, imagine a survey from a participant in a university class about their vaccination status. Some attributes of the students are publicly available but their vaccination status is sensitive information and must remain private. Now if we want to train a model that predicts whether a student has received vaccination using only their public information, we can use label-DP. Recent works on label-DP use different ways of adding noise to the labels in order to obtain label-DP models. In this work, we present novel techniques for training models with label-DP guarantees by leveraging unsupervised learning and semi-supervised learning, enabling us to inject less noise while obtaining the same privacy, therefore achieving a better utility-privacy trade-off. We first introduce a framework that starts with an unsupervised classifier $f_0$ and dataset $D$ with noisy label set $Y$, reduces the noise in $Y$ using $f_0$, and then trains a new model $f$ using the less noisy dataset. Our noise reduction strategy uses the model $f_0$ to remove the noisy labels that are incorrect with high probability. Then we use semi-supervised learning to train a model using the remaining labels. We instantiate this framework with multiple ways of obtaining the noisy labels and also the base classifier. As an alternative way to reduce the noise, we explore the effect of using unsupervised learning: we only add noise to a majority voting step for associating the learned clusters with a cluster label (as opposed to adding noise to individual labels); the reduced sensitivity enables us to add less noise. Our experiments show that these techniques can significantly outperform the prior works on label-DP.
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1 Introduction

With emerging applications of machine learning (ML), one of the important requirements of ML models is to preserve privacy of datasets used to train them. Differential privacy (DP) [16, 17] has become the gold standard of privacy where the training algorithm is required to output a model that will not be too different from the output of the same algorithm on a neighboring dataset (i.e., the value in one of its elements is swapped). This DP definition establishes a strong requirement that preserves the privacy of each individual example in the training set. However, the existing techniques that provably satisfy DP often suffer from a drop in utility compared to training algorithms without privacy. As a result, researchers study alternative definitions of privacy.

One recently proposed definition of privacy for machine learning is label-DP [23], which is also one kind of AttributeDP [29]. In label-DP, the privacy constraint is only imposed on the label set. That is, for a feature set $X$ and label set $Y$, the ML algorithm $L$ will output a model $f$ which satisfies label-DP if $f(X, Y) \approx f(X, Y')$, where $Y'$ is a neighboring label set. This definition is motivated by applications where the feature sets are publicly available and the labels are the only thing that have to be protected. For instance, the features could be the attributes of users of an online social network and the labels be if the users suffer from mental distress. Using (regular) DP for such a scenario may cause a drop in utility because DP will provide privacy for the features as well. For example, imagine a survey from a participant in a university class about their vaccination status. Some attributes of the students are publicly available but their vaccination status is sensitive information and must remain private. Now if we want to train a model to predict whether a student has received vaccination us-
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ing only their public information, we can use label-DP because other attributes are already public and trying to protect their privacy will cause an unnecessary drop in utility.

As the main incentive for choosing label-DP over DP is improving the utility of the trained models, it is important to use the most recent advancements in ML for such problems. Since prior works [23, 35] for label-DP focus on noise addition algorithm design instead of how to improve the utility for label-DP, we explore classification algorithms that succeed with imperfect labels. In particular, the main question in this work is:

How to optimize utility with label-DP, using classification algorithms that work with imperfect labels?

Specifically, we consider unsupervised learning and semi-supervised learning as ways for obtaining improved trade-offs between utility and privacy.

1.1 Our Contributions

Using unsupervised learning to add less noise and reduce the effect of noise: Because unsupervised learning does not use labels for training, it can be leveraged in the label-DP setting without incurring additional label privacy loss. The noise is only added when performing majority voting on the non-private labels in a cluster to assign a cluster label, and therefore the sensitivity is much reduced ($\ell_2$ sensitivity is only $\sqrt{2}$ regardless of set size: changing one of the labels, the number of votes on one class increases by 1 and it decreases by 1 on the other class). We name this technique NoiseCluster, which would be effective when $\epsilon$ is extremely low as a result of much reduced sensitivity.

Another alternative way to leverage unsupervised learning is to generate cluster labels, which can be used as a component of DenoiseSSL (explained later) used to denoise any differentially private label set.

Using semi-supervised learning to reduce the effect of noise: Most of existing techniques proposed for label-DP use label noise. The label-DP mechanism (e.g., randomized response) adds noise to the labels and releases the features with the noisy labels. Then, using post-processing arguments, any model trained using standard learning algorithms on this data also enjoys label-DP. Leveraging semi-supervised learning (SSL), we propose a framework that performs a label denoising step on the dataset before applying the learning algorithm. Our denoising algorithm, DenoiseSSL, leverages the cluster label set from unsupervised learning to identify the labels that are correct with high probability and removes other labels from the label set. Then it applies SSL to train the model with the partial set of labels.

A comprehensive comparison with existing techniques: We instantiate our framework using noise mechanisms proposed in PATE-FM [35] and randomized response [23, 56] as well as our proposed techniques which enables less injected noise, and perform comprehensive experiments on mainstream datasets such as CIFAR10, CIFAR100, and CINIC10. Our evaluations show that our framework can significantly improve the utility of obtained models for the entire (reported) range of $\epsilon$.

1.2 Technical Overview

Label differential privacy is proposed as a relaxation of differential privacy for scenarios when we only need the labels to remain private. In order to leverage this relaxation, existing techniques for label-DP use the fact that we do not need to manipulate the features and only add noise to the labels. That is, given a labeled dataset $(X,Y)$ they apply a DP mechanism $M$ on the labels and then apply a ML algorithm $L$ on $(X,M(Y))$ to get the final label-DP model $f$.

In this work, we take one step beyond this and leverage unsupervised learning and semi-supervised learning.

Denoising framework through unsupervised learning and semi-supervised learning (DenoiseSSL): DenoiseSSL purifies the noisy labels and converts them to a smaller set of labels but with higher precision. DenoiseSSL uses a classifier $f_0$ (we consider $f_0$ trained using unsupervised learning) to generate a pseudo label set without incurring additional privacy cost. We only include labels for samples which have the same noisy label and pseudo label, and our analysis shows that the average correctness of the remaining labels could be much higher than that of all noisy labels. After obtaining this partial, high quality set of labels, we can apply semi-supervised learning on all the instances and the partial set of labels. Our experiments show that this technique can achieve better accuracy compared to training with a complete set of noisy labels.

Adding less noise through unsupervised learning (NoiseCluster): When assigning the cluster label by majority voting over non-private labels in the unsupervised learning model, the sensitivity is $\sqrt{2}$; we then add Gaussian noise to the voting statistics based on this
to get the desired privacy level (NoiseCluster). No noise will be added to individual samples.

**Summary of experimental results:** Our framework consists of two parts: noise addition mechanisms and learning with the private labels. The noise addition mechanisms include existing noise mechanisms [23, 35] and our proposed NoiseCluster. To improve the utility for label-DP, in addition to DenoiseSSL, we have also investigated algorithms in learning with noisy labels area and leveraged Aug-Descent [39]. Our framework significantly outperforms previous works (LP1ST (+mixup) [23] and ALIBI [35]) on CIFAR10, CIFAR100 and CINIC10 datasets at \( \varepsilon = 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 \). For example, our framework achieves 56.2\% higher accuracy than LP1ST and 60.8\% higher accuracy than ALIBI on CIFAR10 at \( \varepsilon = 0.5 \). We also make specific recommendations regarding our framework based on the value of \( \varepsilon \) and other factors in Section 6.

# 2 Background

In this section, we briefly introduce the background on machine learning, privacy leakages in machine learning models, differential privacy and deep learning with differential privacy.

## 2.1 Machine Learning

In this paper, we consider machine learning (ML) models used for classification tasks, and below, we review the major learning paradigms used to train these models.

**Supervised Learning** Let \( f_\theta : \mathbb{R}^d \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^k \) be a ML classifier (e.g., neural network) with \( d \) input features and \( k \) classes, which is parameterized by \( \theta \). For a given example \( z = (x, y) \), \( f_\theta(x) \) is the classifier’s confidence vector for \( k \) classes and the predicted label is the corresponding class which has the highest confidence score, i.e., \( \hat{y} = \arg\max_k f_\theta(x) \).

The goal of supervised machine learning is to learn the relationship between features and labels in given labeled training data \( D_{\text{tr}} \), and generalize this ability to unseen data. The model learns this relationship using empirical risk minimization (ERM) on the training set \( D_{\text{tr}} \), where the risk is measured in terms of certain loss function, e.g., cross-entropy loss:

\[
\min_{\theta} \frac{1}{|D_{\text{tr}}|} \sum_{z \in D_{\text{tr}}} l(f_\theta, z)
\]

Here \(|D_{\text{tr}}|\) is the size of the labeled training set and \( l(f_\theta, z) \) is the loss function. When clear from the context, we use \( f \) instead of \( f_\theta \), to denote the target model.

**Semi-supervised Learning** When the labeling process is expensive, semi-supervised learning can alleviate the dependence of ML on labeled data, which changes the problem setup by introducing a new unlabeled dataset, \( D_{\text{ul}} \). Generally, the unlabeled data is drawn from a similar distribution as the labeled data.

There is a long line of research on semi-supervised learning, but in this work, we consider the state-of-the-art semi-supervised learning algorithm, FixMatch [48], which is based on the concepts of pseudo-labeling [32] and consistency regularization [3]. FixMatch is shown to achieve state-of-the-art classification performances on image classification tasks with less than 1\% (of total data) labeled data.

**Unsupervised Learning** Unsupervised learning aims to learn the inherent task-agnostic patterns in unlabeled training data, i.e., \( D_{\text{ul}} \). It has been shown that these patterns are very useful for various downstream tasks such as classification, object detection [9, 10]. Unsupervised learning usually relies on representative features in the training data to perform well. More specifically, unsupervised learning first learns an encoder \( E \) using \( D_{\text{ul}} \) that outputs representation \( E(x) \) of input \( x \). Then \( E \) can be fine-tuned in a task-specific fashion, e.g., fine-tuning \( E \) by pseudo labeling and confidence.

In this paper, we use the state-of-the-art unsupervised learning algorithm SCAN [52] which is based on contrastive learning SimCLR proposed by Chen et al. [9, 10]. The intuition behind contrastive learning (SimCLR [9, 10], MoCo [25]) is that the model outputs should be similar for two different augmented versions of the same input. Unsupervised learning algorithms, e.g., SCAN [52], use these representative features to achieve comparable accuracy as fully supervised learning.

**Learning with Noisy Labels** Learning with noisy labels is a long-standing problem in machine learning because the labels in training data usually contain noisy labels. Our work in the learning from noisy labels domain utilizes the refining strategies for the training data; below we elaborate them. Han et al. [24] propose co-teaching that allows one model to learn from the other model’s most confident outputs. Based on co-teaching, Li et al. [34] propose DivideMix, which uses Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) to obtain more confident samples and leverages augmented samples to refine the noisy labels. Nishi et al. [39] apply more advanced augmentation strategies called Aug-Descent on DivideMix. The
latter two methods are specifically designed for image datasets while co-teaching is a general learning from noisy label technique applicable to all data domain.

2.2 Privacy Leakages in ML Models

ML models generally require large amounts of training data to achieve good performances. This data can be of sensitive nature, e.g., medical records and personal photographs, and without proper precautions, ML models may leak sensitive information about their private training data. Multiple previous works have demonstrated this via various inference attacks, e.g., membership inference, property or attribute inference, model stealing, and model inversion. Below, we review these attacks.

Consider a target model \( f_\theta \) trained on \( D_{tr} \) and a target sample \((x, y)\). Membership inference attacks [2, 45, 46] aim to infer whether the target sample \((x, y)\) was used to train the target model, i.e., whether \((x, y)\in D_{tr}\). Property or attribute inference attacks [37, 50] aim to infer certain attributes of \((x, y)\) based on model’s inference time representation of \((x, y)\). For instance, even if \( f_\theta \) is just a gender classifier, \( f_\theta(x) \) may reveal the race of the person in \( x \). Model stealing attacks [41, 51] aim to reconstruct the parameters \( \theta \) of the original model \( f_\theta \) based on black-box access to \( f_\theta \), i.e., using \( f_\theta(x) \). Model inversion attacks [21] aim to reconstruct the whole training data \( D_{tr} \) based on white-box, i.e., using \( \theta \), or black-box, i.e., using \( f_\theta(x) \), access to model.

2.3 Differential Privacy

Differential privacy [15, 17] is the gold standard for data privacy. It is formally defined as below:

**Definition 1** (Differential Privacy). A randomized mechanism \( M \) with domain \( D \) and range \( R \) preserves \((\varepsilon, \delta)\)-differential privacy if for any two neighboring datasets \( D, D' \in D \) and for any subset \( S \subseteq R \) we have:

\[
\Pr[M(D) \in S] \leq e^\varepsilon \Pr[M(D') \in S] + \delta
\]

where \( \varepsilon \) is the privacy budget and \( \delta \) is the failure probability.

Rényi Differential Privacy (RDP) is a commonly-used relaxed definition for differential privacy.

**Definition 2** (Rényi Differential Privacy (RDP) [38]). A randomized mechanism \( M \) with domain \( D \) is \((\alpha, \varepsilon)\)-RDP with order \( \alpha \in (1, \infty) \) iff for any two neighboring datasets \( D, D' \in D \):

\[
D_\alpha(M(D)||M(D')) := \frac{1}{\alpha - 1} \log \frac{\mathbb{E}_{\delta \sim \mathcal{M}(D')} \left[ \Pr[M(D) = \delta] \right]^\alpha}{\Pr[M(D') = \delta]^\alpha} \leq \varepsilon
\]

**Lemma 1** (Adaptive Composition of RDP [38]). Consider two randomized mechanisms \( M_1 \) and \( M_2 \) that provide \((\alpha_1, \varepsilon_1)\)-RDP and \((\alpha_2, \varepsilon_2)\)-RDP, respectively. Composing \( M_1 \) and \( M_2 \) results in a mechanism with \((\alpha_1 + \varepsilon_1 + \varepsilon_2)\)-RDP.

**Lemma 2** (RDP to DP conversion [38]). If \( M \) obeys \((\alpha, \varepsilon)\)-RDP, then \( M \) is \((\varepsilon + \log(\frac{1}{\delta})/(\alpha - 1), \delta)\)-DP for all \( \delta \in (0, 1) \).

**Lemma 3** (Post-processing of RDP [38]). Given a randomized mechanism that is \((\alpha, \varepsilon)\)-RDP, applying a randomized mapping function on it does not increase its privacy budget, i.e., it will result in another \((\alpha, \varepsilon)\)-RDP mechanism.

2.4 Deep Learning with Differential Privacy

Several works have used differential privacy in traditional machine learning to protect the privacy of the training data [5, 8, 20, 33, 60]. Many of these works [5, 8, 20] use properties such as convexity or smoothness for privacy analysis, which is not necessarily true in deep learning, therefore one cannot use many of such methods in practice. Here we briefly introduce DP-SGD [1] and PATE [42, 43] (See more in Section 7.1).

**DP-SGD** Abadi et al. [1] design a deep learning training algorithm, DP-SGD, where they use gradient clipping to limit the sensitivity, and then add noise to gradients proportional to its sensitivity.

**PATE** Private Aggregation of Teacher Ensembles [42, 43] (PATE) is a framework based on private knowledge aggregation of an ensemble model and knowledge transfer. PATE trains an ensemble of “teachers” on disjoint subsets of the private dataset. The ensemble’s knowledge is then transferred to a “student” model via differentially private aggregation of the teachers’ votes on samples from an unlabeled public dataset. Only the student model is released as the output of the training, as it accesses sensitive data via a privacy-preserving inter-
face. We use RDP to compute the bounds for PATE based framework and convert RDP to DP.

3 Problem Statement: Label Differential Privacy

As many services are using users’ private data to train machine learning models, the use of privacy preserving machine learning with strong privacy guarantees is increasing. As we explained in Section 2.1, data \( D = (X,Y) \) in machine learning have two main types of attributes: features \( X \) and labels \( Y \). The research community has considered designing privacy frameworks [27, 30] which generalize differential privacy by restricting the secrets about individuals as well as enumerating the side information to the attacker. In certain practical settings, only the labels \( Y \) in training data are of sensitive nature, i.e., are private. Imagine a survey from a participant in a university class about their vaccination status. Some attributes of the students are publicly available but vaccination status is a sensitive attribute. Some attributes of the students are of sensitive nature, i.e., are private. Imagine a survey from a participant in a university class about their vaccination status.

Definition 3. A randomized mechanism \( M \) with domain \( \mathcal{D} = X \times Y \) and range \( \mathcal{R} \) preserves \((\varepsilon,\delta)\)-label-DP iff for any two label neighboring datasets \((X,Y),(X,Y')\) \(\in X \times Y\) and for any subset \( S \subseteq \mathcal{R} \) we have:

\[
Pr[M(X,Y) \in S] \leq e^\varepsilon Pr[M(X,Y') \in S] + \delta
\]  

where \( \varepsilon \) is the privacy budget and \( \delta \) is the failure probability. In particular, when \( \delta = 0 \) \( M \) is \( \varepsilon \)-label-DP.

Definition 4 (label-Rényi DP). A randomized mechanism \( M \) with domain \( \mathcal{D} = X \times Y \) is \((\alpha,\varepsilon)\)-label-Rényi DP with order \( \alpha \in (1,\infty) \) iff for any two label neighboring datasets \((X,Y),(X,Y')\) \(\in X \times Y\):

\[
D_\alpha(M(X,Y)||M(X,Y')) := \frac{1}{\alpha - 1} \log \mathbb{E}_{\delta \sim \mathcal{M}(X,Y')} \left[ \frac{Pr[M(X,Y) = \delta]}{Pr[M(X,Y') = \delta]} \right]^{\alpha} \leq \varepsilon
\]  

We can also use existing differential privacy mechanisms to achieve label-DP as proposed below.

**Proposition 1.** A mechanism \( M \) preserves \((\varepsilon,\delta)\)-label-DP if it also preserves \((\varepsilon,\delta)\)-DP.

**Proof.** The notion of neighboring dataset in label-DP requires that datasets differ in one label. This implies that the pair of datasets also satisfy the notion of neighboring where two datasets differ in one example. Therefore, if a mechanism satisfies \((\varepsilon,\delta)\)-DP, then it also satisfies \((\varepsilon,\delta)\)-label-DP.

**Proposition 2.** If mechanism \( M' \) with domain \( Y \) and range \( \mathcal{R} \) satisfies \((\varepsilon,\delta)\)-DP (with replacement), then a mechanism \( M \) with domain \( X \times Y \) that given \( (X,Y) \) outputs \( f(X,M'(Y)) \), for an arbitrary function \( f \), satisfies \((\varepsilon,\delta)\)-label-DP.

**Proof.** We first show that a mechanism \( M'' \) that outputs \( (X,M'(Y)) \) is \((\varepsilon,\delta)\)-label-DP. For any neighboring datasets \( X,Y \) and \( (X,Y') \) we have

\[
Pr[M''(X,Y) \in A] = Pr[(X,M'(Y)) \in A].
\]

Let \( B = \{Y''; (X,Y'') \in A\} \). We have

\[
Pr[(X,M'(Y)) \in A] = Pr[M'(Y) \in B]
\]

Therefore we have

\[
Pr[M''(X,Y) \in A] = Pr[M'(Y) \in B] \leq e^\varepsilon Pr[M'(Y') \in B] + \delta = e^\varepsilon Pr[M''(X,Y') \in A] + \delta.
\]

Now since \( M'' \) is \((\varepsilon,\delta)\)-label-DP, \( M \) is also \((\varepsilon,\delta)\)-label-DP by a post-processing argument.

**Remark 1.** Note that the mechanism \( M' \) could be any differentially private mechanism. This includes mechanisms that use sub-sampling and shuffling for amplification of privacy. However, these kind of mechanisms that change the order of labels are not useful for label-DP. This is because we need the association of the labels and features to be preserved and changing the order of labels will remove this association.

The next step is to design a ML mechanism which preserves label-DP. A basic idea is to use Proposition 1 and use similar mechanisms as used to train ML models with differential privacy [1]. However, label-DP is much more relaxed form of privacy and we can leverage the constraints in label-DP to design new methods and improve the utility of existing (traditional) DP approaches. In this work, we use Proposition 2 to provide label-DP.
In particular, we divide approaches to ML with label-DP into two components: (1) obtain the labels with differential privacy and then (2) learn from the noisy (differentially private) labels. In the following sections, we overview and compare with existing works on label-DP, provide our algorithms for each of the aforementioned label-DP components, and finally, discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each of the algorithms.

**Overview and comparison with related works**

We propose a two-component modular framework to achieve the label-DP described above. The first component involves obtaining noisy (differentially private) labels and the second component involves learning on the differentially private labels. For the first component of obtaining differentially private labels, in addition to existing works including Randomized Response [56] based approach by Ghazi et al. [23] and PATE [42, 43] based approach by Malek et al. [35], we also design one more approach. This is an unsupervised learning based approach for generating differentially private labels (NoiseCluster), which adds noise to the counts of labels when assigning cluster labels, thus adding less noise compared to existing works (NoiseCluster does not need further learning with the private labels). For the second component of learning with differentially private labels, we focus on how to denoise the differentially private labels to improve the utility of the resulting models.¹ Unlike previous work ALIBI [35], which focuses on denoising the differentially private labels using only the label information, we also consider how to leverage the public feature information to denoise the private labels and therefore utility is much improved. Techniques in our framework include unsupervised learning, semi-supervised learning, and learning with noise labels. We systematically evaluate our framework and show the much improved utility compared to existing works.

### 4 Our Framework

In this section, we present our framework in detail. Specifically, there are three building blocks: NoiseCluster (i.e., adding noise to the cluster label, see Section 4.1), differentially private labels generation (i.e., adding noise to individual labels, see Section 4.2), and learning with differentially private labels (i.e., how to denoise private labels to improve utility, see Section 4.3). Our framework consists of three pipelines. Pipeline 1

---

¹ We later noticed that Ghazi et al. [23] also investigated using self-supervised learning to improve utility of their LPMST algorithm. Our framework focuses on using unsupervised learning and semi-supervised learning to add less noise as well as denoising the differentially private labels.
is based solely on NoiseCluster, Pipeline 2 is based on the combination of differentially private labels generation and learning with differentially private labels, and Pipeline 3 is a variation of PATE in the differentially private label generation block followed by semi-supervised learning. Figure 1 presents our end-to-end framework. Next we detail our three building blocks. We also summarize the algorithms of our framework in Table 1. For brevity, we assume there are $N$ classes in total, i.e., the label cardinality is $N$, and denote $[N] = \{0,1,...,N-1\}$. We denote $Y$ as clean label set, $\tilde{Y}$ as noisy label set and $\check{Y}$ as cluster label set from unsupervised learning model.

### 4.1 NoiseCluster

An easy approach to protect privacy of the private labels is to not use them at all. To this end, there are several unsupervised approaches that can be used to cluster the input space. Now we can apply a simple differentially private voting, called NoiseCluster to assign labels to the clusters with small privacy cost (See Algorithm 2). While this approach has a very low privacy cost, unfortunately, the utility of the clustering methods is significantly lower compared to the supervised methods. In Section 5, we show this trade-off. Specifically, we use SCAN [52] is this paper.\(^2\)

\(^2\) Please note that this procedure is not limited to any specific unsupervised learning. We used SCAN [52], which was the state-of-the-art unsupervised learning algorithm (at the time of

---

### Table 1. Summary of algorithms in our framework.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm name</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Intuitive explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm 1 LabelCount</td>
<td>Count the samples per class for each cluster in unsupervised learning model.</td>
<td>Only do counting, no noise added.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm 2 NoiseCluster</td>
<td>Generate differentially private label set by unsupervised learning.</td>
<td>Add Gaussian noise to the class count for each cluster and do majority voting, no noise added to individual samples.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm 3 RandRes</td>
<td>Generate differentially private label set directly from the label set.</td>
<td>Probabilistically replace the true label with a random label.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm 4 Confident-GNMax</td>
<td>Generate the differentially private label for a queried sample given $n$ teacher models trained by PATE [42, 43].</td>
<td>Add Gaussian noise to the counting of teacher model’s predictions and return the label when the noisy voting above a threshold.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm 5 PATE-FM</td>
<td>Generate differentially private label set given $n$ teacher models by PATE [42, 43].</td>
<td>Use Confident-GNMax to generate either full or partial differential private label set.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm 6 LDP-AlgName</td>
<td>Given the differentially private labels, train the models using AlgName.</td>
<td>General framework, we investigate LDP-SSL and LDP-LNL (specifically LDP-FixMatch [48] and LDP-AugDescent [39]). Filter the noisy label set by using pseudo labels from unsupervised learning to a smaller subset but with higher precision, then apply semi-supervised learning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm 7 DenoiseSSL</td>
<td>Given the differentially private labels, train the model with purified label set by semi-supervised learning.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Algorithm 1** LabelCount: count the samples per class for each cluster in unsupervised learning model

**Require:** dataset $D = (X,Y)$ or $(X,\tilde{Y})$, an unsupervised model $f_0$ on $X$ with $N$ clusters.  
$$D' = \emptyset$$  
for all $(x,y) \in D$ do  
    \(\check{y} \leftarrow \arg\max_i f(x)\)  
    Add $(x,y,\check{y})$ to $D'$  
end for  
\(\check{Y} = \{0,1,...,N-1\}\)  
for all $l \in [N]$ do  
    $D_l = \{(x,y,\check{y}) : (x,y,\check{y}) \in D', \check{y} = l\}$  
    for all $(x,y,\check{y}) \in D_l$ do  
        $\check{Y}[l,y] = \check{Y}[l,y] + 1$  
    end for  
end for  
return $(D',\check{Y})$  

**Algorithm 2** NoiseCluster

**Require:** dataset $D = (X,Y)$, noise parameters $\sigma$.  
Train unsupervised model $f_0$ on $X$ with $N$ clusters  
Run $(D',\check{Y}) \leftarrow$ Algorithm 1($(X,Y), f_0$)  
for all $l \in [N]$ do  
    Assign cluster $l$ with arg max\(_i\{\check{Y}[l,;] + \mathcal{N}(0,\sigma)\}\)  
end for  
return model $f$ with assigned clusters
Algorithm 3 Randomized Response Mechanism

Require: $L$ the true label, $N$ the label cardinality, and $1 - p$ the probability of randomized response.
$z \sim \text{Uniform}(0,1)$
if $z < p$ then
  return $L$
end if
return $\text{Uniform}([N]\backslash L)$

Theorem 1. Algorithm 2 is $(\varepsilon, \delta)$-label-DP where:

$$\varepsilon = \frac{2\sqrt{\ln(1.25/\delta)}}{\sigma}$$  \hfill (5)

Proof. The $\ell_2$ sensitivity of $\hat{Y}$ in NoiseCluster is $\sqrt{(1)^2 + (-1)^2} = \sqrt{2}$ because by changing one of the labels, the number of votes on one class increases by 1 and it decreases by 1 on the other class. Therefore by Theorem 1 in Balle et al. [4] we conclude that $\hat{Y} + \mathcal{N}(0, \sigma)$ is $(\varepsilon, \delta)$-DP. Then using a post-processing argument, argmax $\hat{Y}$ is $(\varepsilon, \delta)$-DP as well. \hfill \square

4.2 Differentially Private Labels

If we can get labels with differential privacy, then using Proposition 2 we can use normal machine learning methods on the differentially private labels and achieve label-DP. In this section we introduce two main approaches for obtaining differentially private labels.

4.2.1 RandRes

One of the main approaches to achieve differential privacy is to add noise to the data. Differential privacy usually works well on mechanisms that aggregate several data points, however, supervised learning needs the label of each instance. Therefore, we cannot easily use aggregation mechanisms. Instead, we can use Randomized Response mechanisms [56] (RandRes) to preserve the differential privacy and provide plausible deniability.

In a nutshell, RandRes for label-DP proposed by Ghazi et al. [23] returns the true label with probability $p$ and a uniformly random label other than true label with probability $1 - p$ (See Algorithm 3).

Theorem 2 (Randomized Response Mechanism). Algorithm 3 with label cardinality $N$ and probability of true answer $p > 1/N$ satisfies $(\varepsilon, 0)$-label-DP where:

$$\varepsilon = \ln\left(\frac{(N - 1)p}{1 - p}\right).$$  \hfill (6)

Proof. For any label $y$, we know that $\Pr[M(y) = y] = p$. Therefore if $p > 1/N$, we have: $\forall y', y'' \neq y$,

$$\frac{\Pr[M(y) = y']}{\Pr[M(y'') = y]} = \frac{\Pr[M(y') = y]}{\Pr[M(y'') = y]} = \frac{p(N - 1)}{(1 - p)}$$  \hfill (7)

4.2.2 PATE-FM

As mentioned earlier most of the DP mechanisms work best when applied on an aggregation of several data points. To take advantage of this, we can use the idea of ensemble learning [14]. The approach is similar to PATE [42, 43] approach where we utilize the noisy aggregation with differential privacy. However, unlike PATE [42, 43], we only need to provide differential privacy for the labels. Based on this observation, Malek et al. [35] propose PATE-FM. Figure 2 illustrates PATE-FM. Below, we describe each component of this method.

*Data partitioning and training teachers:* Consider a dataset $D = (X, Y)$ with features $X$ and labels $Y$. We partition $D$ into $n$ subsets $(X, Y_n)$ such that the features are part of each sub-dataset but we only have labels for a limited set of the inputs and $Y_n$ are disjoint (i.e. $\forall i \neq j Y_i \cap Y_j = \emptyset$). We then train a teacher model on each subset $(X, Y_n)$. Instead of discarding the inputs without the labels and train the teachers in supervised fashion, we can use the unlabeled data to improve the accuracy of each teacher using semi-supervised learning (SSL), e.g. FixMatch [48]. Please note that this procedure is not limited to any specific SSL.
Algorithm 4 Confident-GNMax Aggregator

Require: input \( x \), threshold \( T \), noise parameters \((\sigma_1, \sigma_2)\), \( n \) teacher models \( f_1, \cdots, f_n \).

If \( \max\{f_i(x)\} + \mathcal{N}(0, \sigma_1) \geq T \) then
  return \( \arg\max\{f_i(x) + \mathcal{N}(0, \sigma_2)\} \)
end if

return \( \bot \)

Algorithm 5 Generating Private Labels by PATE-FM

Require: dataset \( D = (X, Y) \), number of teachers \( n \), number of labels for student model \( L \), threshold \( T \), noise parameters \((\sigma_1, \sigma_2)\).

Train Teacher Models:
- Divide the label set \( Y \) into \( n \) disjoint datasets \( Y_1, \cdots, Y_n \)
- Train \( n \) teacher models (model \( f_i \) will be trained on \( Y_i \) and \( X \) via semi-supervised learning)

Train Student Model:
- \( X_s \leftarrow \) Select \( L \) random samples from \( X \)
- \( Y_s \leftarrow \) Get the noisy labels using Algorithm 4 for \( X_s \)
- Train student model on \((X_s, Y_s)\) and \( X \)

Aggregating the teachers: After training each sub-model, we need to aggregate the outputs of each sub-model and publish the output while preserving privacy. In particular, we will use Confident-GNMax Aggregator \([43]\) (see Algorithm 4). The algorithm only releases private labels for the data points for which the teacher votes exceed a noisy threshold. Also, we only consider the privacy cost for the points that the algorithm decides to release. Moreover, Papernot et al. \([43]\) showed that by using smooth sensitivity \([40]\) instead of the global sensitivity it is possible to improve the privacy analysis (Please see Appendix 1 in Papernot et al. \([43]\) for the privacy analysis of PATE). We use the same analysis as in Papernot et al. \([43]\) to calculate the privacy cost of our approach. The main difference in our setting is that since the features of the instances are known we do not need public data for the student model.

Training the student: While we can use the aggregated teachers to answer queries, each query will increase the privacy cost. Therefore, instead we train a student model. In particular, we can use the idea of the SSL algorithms to get private labels for a small subset of the training dataset. Please note unlike the existing works \([42, 43]\), since we only require label-DP, we do not need a public dataset. Algorithm 5 summarizes the overall steps of PATE-FM.

4.3 Learning with Private Labels

Using the approach in Section 4.2, we can obtain labels with differential privacy and we can then use the private labels for the main learning task. However, normal ML methods are designed to train on true labels while the private labels are generally noisy. Below, we discuss different methods for learning with private labels.

4.3.1 Normal

Given the noisy (differentially private) labels, the next step is to train the model. Algorithm 6 illustrates the general framework to train a model with the differentially private labels.

Algorithm 6 General framework for learning with differentially private labels: LDP-AlgName

Require: dataset with differentially private labels \( D' = (X, \tilde{Y}) \) by Algorithm 3 or 5 on \( D \).

train a model \( f \) on \( D' \) by AlgName.

return \( f \)

Proposition 3. By Proposition 2, Algorithm 6 does not have additional label privacy cost besides Algorithm 3 or 5.

One simple method is to directly train the machine learning model with such noisy labels as training with the (sensitive) true labels by naive machine learning, i.e., supervised learning (directly calculated the gradients with respect to the noisy labels and update weights accordingly). We denote this as Algorithm 6: LDP-Normal. Ghazi et al. \([23]\) propose a Label Privacy Multi-Stage Training (LP-MST) algorithm to preserve label privacy for deep learning, and LP1ST is equivalent to normal training (Algorithm 6: LDP-Normal) with private label set by RandRes (Ghazi et al. \([23]\) considers mixup \([59]\) to improve utility).

Next, we present two methods to improve the utility-privacy trade-off in label-DP.

4.3.2 DenoiseSSL: Denoising Assisted Semi-supervised Learning for Label-DP

Suppose that we obtain another set of labels for the training set without sacrificing the privacy of the la-
labels (denoted as pseudo label set and corresponding accuracy as $Acc_0$). We then only use the label information of the samples for which we have the same differentially private label and pseudo label. We next show that this gives a subset with significantly more accurate labels.

Let us walk through the above denoising idea for RandRes where $p = e^\varepsilon/(e^\varepsilon + N - 1)$. Our strategy will select $Acc_0 \times p$ samples of which the differentially private labels are correct and $(1 - Acc_0) \times (1 - p)/(N - 1)$ which have wrong labels as their differentially private labels.\(^3\) Therefore, the accuracy of the selected subset is

$$\text{Acc}' = \frac{Acc_0 \times p}{Acc_0 \times p + (1 - Acc_0) \times \frac{1-p}{N-1}}$$

$$= \frac{p}{p + \frac{1-Acc_0}{Acc_0} \times \frac{1-p}{N-1}} = \frac{e^\varepsilon}{e^\varepsilon + \frac{1-Acc_0}{Acc_0}}$$

In the extreme case where the new label set cannot provide any label information and $Acc_0 = 1/N$, we can see that $(1 - Acc_0)/Acc_0 = N - 1$ and we have $\text{Acc}' = p$. If we increase $Acc_0$ from $1/N$, we have $(1 - Acc_0)/Acc_0 < N - 1$ and therefore $\text{Acc}' > p$.

**Algorithm 7 DenoiseSSL**

**Require:** dataset with differentially private labels $D' = (X, \tilde{Y})$ by Algorithm 3 or 5 on $D$.

$Z_{\text{pseudo}} = \{\}$, $D_{\text{denoise}} = \{\}$

Train unsupervised model $f_0$ on $X$ with $N$ clusters.

Run $(D'', \tilde{Y}) \leftarrow$ Algorithm 1($(X, \tilde{Y}), f_0$)

for all $l \in [N]$ do

assign cluster of $l$ with label arg max{$\tilde{Y}[l,:]$}, i.e.,

add $(l, \text{arg max}\tilde{Y}[l,:])$ to $Z_{\text{pseudo}}$

end for

for all $(x, \tilde{y}, \hat{y}) \in D''$ do

get $y_{\text{pseudo}}$ from $\hat{y}$ according to the pseudo label look-up set $Z_{\text{pseudo}}$

if $y_{\text{pseudo}} == \tilde{y}$ then

add $(x, \hat{y})$ to $D_{\text{denoise}}$

else

add $(x, \perp)$ to $D_{\text{denoise}}$

end if

end for

train a model $f$ on $D_{\text{denoise}}$ by SSL

return return $f$

---

\(^3\) The denoising algorithm should also work for private label set generated by PATE-FM, but the private label by PATE-FM is dependent on PATE and cannot be directly estimated.

We next introduce how to generate the pseudo label set without sacrificing the label privacy. As our discussion in Section 4.1, unsupervised learning is immune to label noise and we apply majority voting on differentially private labels to get cluster labels as pseudo labels (See Algorithm 7). Following Proposition 2, we do not incur additional privacy cost.

Next, we only use label information of training samples which have same pseudo label and differentially private label. As we now get a subset of the original training set with more accurate but fewer labels, we apply semi-supervised learning on the whole data set but only with the selected labels (See Algorithm 7).

**Proposition 4.** By Proposition 2, Algorithm 7 does not have additional label privacy cost than Algorithm 6.

Although the model is trained with fewer correct labels (as we will fill out $p \times (1 - Acc_0)$ samples which have correct labels), we will show that the model will get higher accuracy than directly applying SSL on the raw differentially private label set; note that the latter set has more labels but with lower accuracy, when we want strong label differential privacy, i.e., low $\varepsilon$. However, when $\varepsilon$ is high, e.g., $\varepsilon = 8$ for $N = 10$, we will get differentially private label set with $p \geq 99.7\%$. The performance of denoising will be limited by the performance of unsupervised learning as it will filter out $p \times (1 - Acc_0) \approx (1 - Acc_0)$ correctly labeled samples. Therefore, we also consider applying semi-supervised learning with all training samples and noisy labels. We denote this as Algorithm 6: LDP-SSL and its privacy analysis is provided by Proposition 3.\(^4\)

### 4.3.3 Aug-Descent: Dynamic Denoising in Training

One limitation of DenoiseSSL is that this method divides the clean label set and noisy label set before starting semi-supervised learning and keeps the labeled set fixed. The model can obtain more label information within the training procedure. To leverage more valid label information, we need to consider dynamically dividing the dataset during the training process and we adapt techniques from fields in learning from noisy labels. If

---

\(^4\) Please note that DenoiseSSL and LDP-SSL are not limited to any specific SSL. We used FixMatch [48], which was the state-of-the-art SSL algorithm (at the time of conducting this research) that achieved high accuracy on benchmark image datasets with very few labeled examples.
5 Experiments

In this section, we first briefly introduce the datasets and model architectures used to train the classification models in Section 5.1. Next we present the performance of RandRes and PATE-FM in Section 5.2. Then we present the overall performance of our framework with each specific algorithms in Section 5.3. Finally we compare our framework with previous works (LP1ST + mixup) [23] and ALIBI [35]) in Section 5.4.

5.1 Experimental Setup

Dataset. We use three benchmark datasets for image classification and target models which are widely used in the study of prior non-private learning algorithms.

CIFAR10-100 CIFAR10 and CIFAR100 [31] both contain 60,000 32 × 32 color (RGB) images (50,000 images as training set and 10,000 images as test set). CIFAR10 contains 10 classes and CIFAR100 contains 100 classes.

CINIC10 CINIC10 [11] contains 60,000 CIFAR10 images and 210,000 color (RGB) images rescaled to 32 × 32 from ImageNet [12]. This dataset uses 90,000 images for training/validation/test set. CINIC10 contains 10 classes, which is consistent with CIFAR10, but is more complicated than CIFAR10 as it has much more images.

Models. We use ResNet-18 [26] for all three datasets and all algorithms. We also vary model architectures on the comparison between our framework and previous works in Appendix A to show the effectiveness of our framework. We instantiate our unsupervised learning algorithms by SCAN [52], semi-supervised learning algorithms by FixMatch [48].

5.2 Evaluation of Differentially Private Labels

Table 2 presents the private label accuracy of the training set by RandRes and PATE-FM on the whole training set. We can compute the theoretical private label accuracy for RandRes by \( \text{acc}(\epsilon) = \frac{e^{5\epsilon}}{e^{5\epsilon} + N} \), while for PATE-FM, the private label accuracy is determined by the performance of PATE-FM and composition theorem of differential privacy. In addition, PATE-FM uses Gaussian noise and has an additional private parameter \( \delta \) compared to RandRes. In this work, we set \( \delta = 10^{-5} \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DP label. Method</th>
<th>label-DP level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CIFAR10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RandRes (( \delta = 0 ))</td>
<td>15.5% 23.2% 45.2% 85.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATE-FM (( \delta = 10^{-5} ))</td>
<td>93.2% 93.7% 94.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIFAR100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RandRes (( \delta = 0 ))</td>
<td>2.7% 6.9% 35.8% 80.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATE-FM (( \delta = 10^{-5} ))</td>
<td>42.5% 48.1% 61.9% 69.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CINIC10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RandRes (( \delta = 0 ))</td>
<td>15.4% 23.2% 45.0% 85.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATE-FM (( \delta = 10^{-5} ))</td>
<td>30.2% 77.3% 79.9% 85.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For CIFAR10, PATE-FM is significantly better than RandRes: even at \( \epsilon = 0.5 \), PATE-FM provides 93.2% accuracy of differentially private labels (A single model in PATE-FM can have accuracy higher than 90%). For CIFAR100, PATE-FM is better than RandRes for \( \epsilon = 1, 2, 4 \). (RandRes adds large noise for \( \epsilon = 1 \) and the label accuracy is just 2.7%), but worse for \( \epsilon = 6 \). This is because PATE-FM is limited by the performance of PATE-FM framework: CIFAR100 is a more difficult dataset compared to CIFAR10 as it has 10 classes and fewer samples (500 per class) and any single model in
PATE-FM can not achieve accuracy higher than 75%. Therefore, even when no noise is added in Algorithm 5, the label generated from PATE-FM may be worse than RandRes (80.4%). RandRes is not affected with this fewer samples fact. With a fixed $N$, the value of $p$ increases as $\varepsilon$ increases and RandRes outputs a label set with higher accuracy (80.4% at $\varepsilon = 6$ by Equation (6)) accuracy. For CINIC10, PATE-FM is much better than RandRes for $\varepsilon = 0.5, 1, 2$ while a litter worse for $\varepsilon = 4$.

5.3 Evaluation of Our Whole Framework

Tables 3, 4 and 5, summarize the main results of the paper. We also include the non-private baseline in these Tables by running our framework on the clean label set and reporting the respective highest accuracy on each dataset as the non-private baseline. For each $\varepsilon$ column, the bold number is the highest accuracy.

**Overall Performance.** We can see that most of the highest accuracy model are from Aug-Descent except for $\varepsilon = 0.5$ on CINIC10 (by RandRes+DenoiseSSL) and $\varepsilon = 2$ on CIFAR100 (by PATE-FM+SSL). Moreover, for highest accuracy model from Aug-Descent, we can find that when $\varepsilon$ is low, the highest accuracy are by private label set generated by PATE-FM, and when $\varepsilon$ becomes higher, the highest accuracy are by private label set generated by RandRes. Our analysis is that, for relative low $\varepsilon$ where the private label set does not include much noise, e.g., CIFAR10 at $\varepsilon = 1$ by RandRes or PATE-FM, Aug-Descent can perform better than other algorithms. In addition, PATE-FM may be limited to the feature information as $\varepsilon$ increases, while the value of $p$ for label set by RandRes increases as $\varepsilon$ increases with fixed $N$, e.g., CIFAR100 at $\varepsilon = 6$. Next we analyze the components of our framework in detail.

**NoiseCluster performs well at low $\varepsilon$.** Even without any specific individual label information, unsupervised learning can perform well to cluster samples of the same class to a single cluster. Besides, to get the label information of each cluster, NoiseCluster only needs to add noise to the counting of samples per class for each cluster instead of adding noise to each individual sample, therefore, it adds less noise to the label set in total compared to RandRes and PATE-FM. Please note that the same as PATE-FM, NoiseCluster also has a $\delta$ parameter. In this work, we set $\delta = 10^{-5}$. Though we only provide $\varepsilon = 0.5$ for CIFAR10/CINIC10 and $\varepsilon = 1$ for CIFAR100 in Tables, the lowest $\varepsilon$ that NoiseCluster can provide without sacrificing utility is 0.007 for CIFAR10, 0.5 for CIFAR100 and 0.03 for CINIC10. In contrast, other pipelines which rely on RandRes and PATE-FM have worse performance compared to NoiseCluster as too much noise added when $\varepsilon$ is much lower.

**PATE-FM+SSL benefits from the choice of flexible number of queries instead of the whole training set to add less noise.** After training the teacher models, querying each instance to be used for training the student model will increase the privacy cost. Therefore, the fewer queries, the less noise. The performance of PATE-FM+SSL is slightly better than PATE-FM on whole CIFAR10 dataset (i.e., query the whole CIFAR10 training set to PATE-FM). Also, PATE-FM+SSL is better than PATE-FM+DenoiseSSL at $\varepsilon = 2, 4, 6$ on CIFAR100. For $\varepsilon = 1$, we analyze that $\varepsilon = 1$ might be too low, there the limited number of labels and limited accuracy of the labels makes it hard for FixMatch to perform better than PATE-FM [35].

**DenoiseSSL solves the limitation of NoiseCluster as $\varepsilon$ increases.** One limitation of NoiseCluster for label-DP is that it will not utilize the private label set during the clustering process so that the utility is limited to the clustering performance, even when the private label set has little noise. For example, on CIFAR100, the label set accuracy by RandRes is 80.4% at $\varepsilon = 6$ and 2.7% at $\varepsilon = 1$, while NoiseCluster is limited to 34.5% accuracy. DenoiseSSL overcomes this limitation by leveraging both the feature information and the private label information. For all three datasets, the classification accuracy of DenoiseSSL increases as the private label set has less noise. Besides, DenoiseSSL is better than LDP-SSL when $\varepsilon$ is low, while worse when $\varepsilon$ is higher, e.g., $\varepsilon = 6$ by RandRes on CIFAR100, as we have discussed in Section 4.3.

For most cases, DenoiseSSL performs better than NoiseCluster as DenoiseSSL benefits both from unsupervised learning and semi-supervised learning while NoiseCluster solely relies on unsupervised learning. However, when the accuracy of the noisy label set is extremely low, DenoiseSSL fails to achieve good accuracy and is even worse than NoiseCluster, this is because DenoiseSSL derives the purified label set from the noisy label set generated either from RandRes or PATE-FM, which adds more noise to the label set compared to NoiseCluster. For example, for $\varepsilon = 1$ by RandRes on CIFAR100, the private label accuracy (2.7%) is worse than the clustering accuracy (34.5%).

**Aug-Descent outperforms other approaches as a benefit of dynamic division of labeled set and unlabeled set.** DenoiseSSL divides the labeled set and unlabeled set before SSL, and the wrong label information in labeled set will keep misleading the training...
Table 3. CIFAR10 (non-private baseline: 97.2%). For each ε column, the bold number is the highest accuracy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Private Label Method</th>
<th>Learning Method with Private Labels</th>
<th>ε = 0.5</th>
<th>ε = 1</th>
<th>ε = 2</th>
<th>ε = 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NoiseCluster (SCAN)</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>88.3%</td>
<td>88.3%</td>
<td>88.3%</td>
<td>88.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RandRes</td>
<td>DenoiseSSL (SCAN+FixMatch)</td>
<td>90.7%</td>
<td>90.8%</td>
<td>91.2%</td>
<td>93.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LDP-SSL (FixMatch)</td>
<td>36.2%</td>
<td>61.9%</td>
<td>84.6%</td>
<td>92.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LDP-Aug-Descent</td>
<td>37.7%</td>
<td>94.1%</td>
<td>95.2%</td>
<td>96.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATE-FM</td>
<td>SSL (FixMatch)</td>
<td>94.1%</td>
<td>94.5%</td>
<td>95.1%</td>
<td>95.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DenoiseSSL (SCAN+FixMatch)</td>
<td>93.3%</td>
<td>93.6%</td>
<td>93.7%</td>
<td>93.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LDP-SSL (FixMatch)</td>
<td>93.4%</td>
<td>94.2%</td>
<td>94.5%</td>
<td>94.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LDP-Aug-Descent</td>
<td>94.6%</td>
<td>95.0%</td>
<td>95.1%</td>
<td>95.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. CIFAR100 (non-private baseline: 83.3%). For each ε column, the bold number is the highest accuracy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Private Label Method</th>
<th>Learning Method with Private Labels</th>
<th>ε = 1</th>
<th>ε = 2</th>
<th>ε = 4</th>
<th>ε = 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NoiseCluster (SCAN)</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>34.5%</td>
<td>34.5%</td>
<td>34.5%</td>
<td>34.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RandRes</td>
<td>DenoiseSSL (SCAN+FixMatch)</td>
<td>8.3%</td>
<td>25.5%</td>
<td>43.3%</td>
<td>50.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LDP-SSL (FixMatch)</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
<td>51.4%</td>
<td>70.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LDP-Aug-Descent</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
<td>10.8%</td>
<td><strong>75.3%</strong></td>
<td><strong>75.9%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATE-FM</td>
<td>SSL(FixMatch)</td>
<td>31.9%</td>
<td><strong>55.1%</strong></td>
<td>59.0%</td>
<td>68.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DenoiseSSL (SCAN+FixMatch)</td>
<td>30.7%</td>
<td>34.7%</td>
<td>40.3%</td>
<td>42.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LDP-SSL (FixMatch)</td>
<td>41.2%</td>
<td>47.4%</td>
<td>54.0%</td>
<td>58.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LDP-Aug-Descent</td>
<td><strong>46.0%</strong></td>
<td>55.0%</td>
<td>60.1%</td>
<td>65.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. CINIC10 (non-private baseline: 90.0%). For each ε column, the bold number is the highest accuracy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Private Label Method</th>
<th>Learning Method with Private Labels</th>
<th>ε = 0.5</th>
<th>ε = 1</th>
<th>ε = 2</th>
<th>ε = 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NoiseCluster (SCAN)</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>62.8%</td>
<td>62.8%</td>
<td>62.8%</td>
<td>62.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RandRes</td>
<td>DenoiseSSL (SCAN+FixMatch)</td>
<td><strong>65.6%</strong></td>
<td>66.3%</td>
<td>68.2%</td>
<td>72.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LDP-SSL (FixMatch)</td>
<td>20.8%</td>
<td>53.9%</td>
<td>73.6%</td>
<td>83.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LDP-Aug-Descent</td>
<td>42.6%</td>
<td>80.7%</td>
<td>85.7%</td>
<td><strong>88.7%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATE-FM</td>
<td>SSL (FixMatch)</td>
<td>25.5%</td>
<td>76.0%</td>
<td>81.1%</td>
<td>85.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DenoiseSSL (SCAN+FixMatch)</td>
<td>14.8%</td>
<td>70.5%</td>
<td>71.1%</td>
<td>71.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LDP-SSL (FixMatch)</td>
<td>18.2%</td>
<td>81.7%</td>
<td>82.0%</td>
<td>83.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LDP-Aug-Descent</td>
<td>18.9%</td>
<td><strong>87.6%</strong></td>
<td><strong>87.9%</strong></td>
<td>88.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Comparison with the existing works.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>CIFAR10</th>
<th>CIFAR100</th>
<th>CINIC10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ε = 0.5</td>
<td>ε = 1</td>
<td>ε = 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our work</td>
<td>94.6%</td>
<td>95.0%</td>
<td>95.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALIBI [35]</td>
<td>33.8%</td>
<td>70.0%</td>
<td>81.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP1ST [22]</td>
<td>38.4%</td>
<td>61.4%</td>
<td>89.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-private baseline</td>
<td>97.2%</td>
<td>97.7%</td>
<td>98.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
process. The Aug-Descent algorithm [39] dynamically divides the labeled set at each round of the training process to better utilize the label information of samples which is correct with high confidence. In most cases, the highest accuracy of our framework (i.e., in bold), are from Aug-Descent Algorithms either on label set from RandRes or PATE-FM. When $\varepsilon$ is low (e.g., CIFAR10 at $\varepsilon = 0.5$), the highest accuracy is usually from PATE-FM+Aug-Descent while as $\varepsilon$ increase (e.g., CIFAR100 at $\varepsilon = 6$), Aug-Descent+RandRes is better because RandRes provides the label set with higher accuracy.

One special case is CIFAR100 at $\varepsilon = 4$. Our explanation for why PATE-FM generates the private label set at $\varepsilon = 4$ with higher accuracy than RandRes while Aug-Descent on PATE-FM performs worse includes two folds. Firstly, the private label set by PATE-FM can be biased, which worsen utility. Secondly, PATE-FM generates the private label set mainly from the feature space and model, while RandRes is from the ground truth label alone, therefore, though the private label set by PATE-FM is more accurate than that by RandRes, it does not provide enough label information.

We have already discussed the performance and analysis of our framework in detail. Next we compare the performance of our framework with existing works.

5.4 Comparison with Existing Works

Table 6 compares our work and other label-DP mechanisms [23, 35] on CIFAR10 at $\varepsilon = 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4$, CIFAR100 at $\varepsilon = 1, 2, 3, 4$ and CINIC10 at $\varepsilon = 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4$. For our framework at each $\varepsilon$, we will report the highest accuracy in our framework.

Comparison with LP1ST (+mixup). LP1ST (+mixup) imposes a significant accuracy drop compared to training with non-private label (for evaluated $\varepsilon$, at most 58.8% on CIFAR10, at most 80.7% on CIFAR100 and at most 70.3% on CINIC10), our method achieves comparable utility as non-private label training process on CIFAR10 and CINIC10 and significant utility advantage compared to LP1ST (+mixup) on CIFAR100: among three evaluated datasets, our method improves classification accuracy by 45.9% $\sim$ 56.2% at $\varepsilon = 0.5$, 33.6% $\sim$ 43.4% at $\varepsilon = 1$, 12.0% $\sim$ 47.5% at $\varepsilon = 2$, by 6.7% $\sim$ 40.6% at $\varepsilon = 3$, and by 4.1% $\sim$ 22.7% at $\varepsilon = 4$. As $\varepsilon$ increases, the utility advantage of our framework over previous algorithms decreases but is still significant.

Comparison with ALIBI. Our method achieves a better utility than ALIBI on all three datasets. ALIBI achieves a slightly worse performance than LP1ST (+mixup) on CIFAR10 and CINIC10 which have 10 classes for most cases, while performs much better on CIFAR100 which has 100 classes as ALIBI benefits adding much less noise for high label cardinality. However, ALIBI still incurs additional classification accuracy drop compared with our work: 35.0% $\sim$ 60.8% for $\varepsilon = 0.5$, 25.0% $\sim$ 41.3% for $\varepsilon = 1$, 13.3% $\sim$ 34.7% for $\varepsilon = 2$, 9.0% $\sim$ 13.4% for $\varepsilon = 3$ and 6.9% $\sim$ 14.5% for $\varepsilon = 4$. Similarly as LP1ST, as $\varepsilon$ increases, the utility advantage of our framework over previous algorithms decreases but is still significant.

6 Discussion

In this section we first discuss the impact of label cardinality on utility advantage of our framework. We then discuss two limitations of our framework. Finally we provide some insights on how to best maximize our framework performance under different scenarios.

Discussion of label cardinality Our experiment results include the label cardinality $N = 10$ and $N = 100$, which show that the noisy label accuracy by RandRes for 10 classes is higher than that at the same $\varepsilon$ by RandRes for 100 classes. Therefore, the advantage of leveraging our framework on CIFAR10 is smaller than that on CIFAR100. For smaller label cardinality, e.g., binary classes, this is also true. We expect the utility advantage of our framework to exist for various label cardinality, though the advantage may be smaller for lower $N$.

Limitations: While our framework significantly improves the utility on CIFAR10, CIFAR100 and CINIC10 datasets, here we discuss two limitations of our work.

1. One limitation of our framework is that it requires more computing resources. Table 8 and Table 7 summarizes the computation time of generating the differentially private labels and training the models under label-DP respectively on CIFAR10. In Table 8, we can see that RandRes and ALIBI only incur negligible computation time, while NoiseCluster requires 21.3 h as it needs to train unsupervised learning model. PATE-FM requires much more time: it needs to train hundreds of models in the teacher model and therefore needs around 6000 GPU-h (though this process can be parallelized). For model training process, our framework also incurs much more computational resources. For example, DenoiseSSL needs sequential steps, i.e., we first need to train an unsupervised model $f_0$ (though $f_0$
can be used for both NoiseCluster and DenoiseSSL), we then use semi-supervised learning.

2. All three datasets evaluated are image datasets. For non-vision datasets, we expect that in our framework, NoiseCluster will still add less noise compared to RandRes and PATE-FM under the same $\varepsilon$ privacy level, DenoiseSSL can generate a smaller label set with higher accuracy and LDP-LNL can improve utility, though the utility advantage may not be as significant as that on vision datasets.

**Recommendations on how to make a choice of our framework:** Here we provide some insights on how to best maximize our framework performance when offering label-DP guarantee under different scenarios:

1. When $\varepsilon$ is extremely low and therefore much noise is added to the label set, for example, $\varepsilon = 0.007$ on CIFAR10, NoiseCluster provides a strong performance, i.e., 88.3% accuracy. In contrast, RandRes provides private label set of 10.06% accuracy. When $\varepsilon$ is relatively low, it’s advisable to consider our DenoiseSSL and algorithms like Aug-Descent to improve utility. For example, for CIFAR10 at $\varepsilon = 1$, the noisy label accuracy is 23.2%, and we advise the readers to consider our DenoiseSSL (90.8%) Aug-Descent (94.1%), which both are significantly higher than 23.2%, while at $\varepsilon = 8$, the noisy label accuracy is 99.7%, reader can simply consider LP1ST.

2. If abundant computing resource is available and with a high label cardinality $N$ and a low $\varepsilon$, for example CIFAR100 at $\varepsilon = 1$, PATE-FM is competitive: it adds less noise compared to RandRes (and therefore FixMatch and Aug-Descent on PATE-FM can perform better and are usually preferred), but requires much more computing resources to train hundreds of models. The improvement in GPU technology are making the computing resources cheap while the privacy threat remains severe, therefore we recommended PATE-FM if abundant computing resource is available. We consider the constraint a high $N$ because at the same level of privacy, a higher $N$ will have lower accuracy by RandRes, i.e., the accuracy decrease is different between RandRes and PATE-FM as $N$ increases. Compare CIFAR10 and CIFAR100 at $\varepsilon = 2$. For CIFAR10, RandRes gives 45.2% while PATE-FM gives 94.9%. For CIFAR100, RandRes gives 6.9%, while PATE-FM gives 48.1%, i.e., the relative decreased accuracy is much lower than RandRes. We consider the constraint a low $\varepsilon$ because for high $\varepsilon$, RandRes can be more accurate on PATE-FM as the PATE-FM will be limited to the single model’s performance. In fact, for high $\varepsilon$, even with a high $N$, RandRes is less affected compared to PATE-FM when samples are significantly smaller as PATE-FM needs enough data to train the teacher model to get good accuracy, e.g., CIFAR100 at $\varepsilon = 6$.

3. Without above specific conditions, choosing RandRes makes the things simpler. Specifically, RandRes generally provides private label set with high accuracy for high $\varepsilon$. We can estimate the value of $p$ by setting the label cardinality and epsilon. When $\varepsilon$ is relatively low, it’s advisable to consider our DenoiseSSL and algorithms like Aug-Descent to improve utility. For example, for CIFAR10 at $\varepsilon = 1$, the noisy label accuracy is 23.2%, and we advise the readers to consider our DenoiseSSL (90.8%) Aug-Descent (94.1%), which both are significantly higher than 23.2%, while at $\varepsilon = 8$, the noisy label accuracy is 99.7%, reader can simply consider LP1ST.

### 7 Related Work

#### 7.1 Deep Learning with Differential Privacy

To achieve differential privacy in modern ML models, Abadi et al. [1] design DP-SGD training algorithm. Compared to the conventional SGD training algorithm, DP-SGD involves two additional steps: (1) gradient clipping to bound sensitivity, where the gradient per each training sample is clipped to make sure its norm is no larger than the clipping bound; (2) noise addition to achieve DP guarantees, where a random Gaussian noise is added to per-sample gradient before aggregating for gradient descent. For the added Gaussian noise, its mean is 0 and its standard deviation is proportional to the clipping bound in the gradient clipping step.

Furthermore, deep learning models are usually trained with a large number of iterations. Abadi et al. [1] propose the moments accountant to compute accumu-
lated privacy loss during training by tracking higher moments of the privacy loss random variable, which is shown to achieve tighter privacy analysis than standard strong composition theorem in DP [19]. The research community further proposes tight privacy estimation methods by using concentrated differential privacy [18] for privacy accounting [57], analyzing Rényi differential privacy amplification [38] with sub-sampling [54], tracking the privacy loss distribution with central limit theorem [49]. Meanwhile, researchers also design methods to improve the utility of differentially private deep learning models including using bounded activation functions [44], smoothing training loss functions [53]. Besides image classification datasets evaluated in the original paper [1], DP-SGD can also be applied into language models [36] and federated learning settings [22].

When public data is available, Papernot et al. [42, 43] propose another DP training algorithm by leveraging the semi-supervised knowledge transfer architecture. They first train an ensemble of independent teacher models on disjoint subsets of sensitive private training data. The predictions by these teacher models are then aggregated and added a Laplacian/Gaussian noise to achieve differential privacy guarantees. Finally, they train a student model as the final output on public data labeled by the private aggregation of teacher ensembles.

7.2 Deep Learning with Label Differential Privacy

Ghazi et al. [23] propose the first label DP training algorithm for deep learning. Similar as Section 4.2.1, they first obtain differentially private training labels by directly adding noises to labels with randomized response mechanism. To further improve standard supervised learning accuracy, they further employ a multi-stage training algorithm: the training set is divided into multiple non-overlapping subsets, on each stage, they use the last trained model to obtain predictions on a new training subset and add randomized response noises using these predictions as priors.

Malek et al. [35] further propose two label DP approaches. Their first approach is PATE-FM (see our Section 4.2.2). The second approach ALIBI proposes a soft randomized response mechanism by directly adding Laplace noises to one-hot encodings of training labels. Based on the post-processing property of DP, they further leverage Bayes formula to compute the valid soft training labels from the above noisy labels. After that, they perform standard optimization with soft labels.

7.3 Other Privacy Frameworks

Besides the standard differential privacy definition, the research community also seeks other quantification of privacy loss such as Rényi-DP [38], correlated-DP [61] and KL-DP [55] and capacity bounded DP [7]. Section 3 in Desfontaines et al. [13] gives a comprehensive survey on how to quantify the privacy loss.

Another line of research focuses on identifying features/attributes to be preserved and designing frameworks accordingly. Section 3 in Desfontaines et al. [13] gives a comprehensive summary on how to identify the neighboring dataset, e.g., changing the sensitive property [29] (record or attribute), Pufferfish [30], privacy axioms [28], Blowfish [27] and extension of DP using metrics [6]. These frameworks generalize DP by restricting the secrets about individuals that should not be inferred by the attacker, as well as explicitly enumerating the side information available to the adversary, and therefore allow to design novel, application specific privacy definitions that can achieve better privacy-utility trade-offs than the original DP (e.g., achieved using DP-SGD). Label-DP can be modeled as an instantiation of AttributeDP, Pufferfish or Blowfish, where the secrets to protect are the labels of training data (instead of both features and labels as in original DP).

8 Conclusion

In this work, we consider unsupervised learning and semi-supervised learning (SSL) and investigate three pipelines for label-DP. Pipeline 1 NoiseCluster is based on unsupervised learning and does not include private labels in the learning phase, therefore much less noise added. Pipeline 2 focuses on how to leverage the private labels in the learning phase which includes our proposed denoising algorithm DenoiseSSL based on unsupervised learning and semi-supervised learning. Pipeline 3 which is based on PATE-FM benefits from only querying a partial set of training set to reduce added noise. For evaluation, we first investigated the quality of private label generation mechanisms, RandRes and PATE-FM. Next we evaluate our three pipelines and compare with previous works. We also state our discussion on label cardinality, limitations and how to make the right choice in our proposed framework. We hope this work can provide insights on how to design label-DP systems.
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Table 9. Comparison with the existing works of different model architectures on CIFAR10.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>ResNet-18</th>
<th>VGG-16</th>
<th>WRN-28-4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ε = 2</td>
<td>ε = 3</td>
<td>ε = 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our work</td>
<td>95.2%</td>
<td>96.2%</td>
<td>96.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALIBI [35]</td>
<td>81.9%</td>
<td>87.2%</td>
<td>89.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP1ST [23]</td>
<td>83.2%</td>
<td>89.5%</td>
<td>92.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-private baseline</td>
<td>97.2%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A Ablation Study on Different Model Architectures

In addition to ResNet-18 [26], we use two more architectures including VGG-16 [47] and WideResNet-28-4 (WRN-28-4) [58] and present the comparison of our framework and previous works on CIFAR10 dataset at ε = 2, 3, 4 in Table 9. On all three different model architectures, we can see that our framework is much better than previous works LP1ST (+mixup) and ALIBI. Specifically, at ε = 4, our framework is close to the non-private baseline, which shows the effectiveness of our framework across different model architectures.